Faced with the challenge of saving as much diversity as possible given financial and time constraints, conser-9 vation biologists are increasingly prioritizing species on the basis of their overall contribution to evolutionary 10 diversity. Metrics such as EDGE (Evolutionary Distinct and Globally Endangered) have been used to set 11 such evolutionarily-based conservation priorities for a number of taxa, such as mammals, birds, corals, am-12 phibians, and sharks. Each application of EDGE has required some form of correction to account for species 13 whose position within the tree of life are unknown. Perhaps the most advanced of these corrections is phy-14 logenetic imputation, but to date there has been no systematic assessment of both the sensitivity of EDGE 15 scores to a phylogeny missing species, and the impact of using imputation to correct for species missing from 16 the tree. Here we perform such an assessment, by simulating phylogenies, removing some species to make 17 the phylogeny incomplete, imputating the position of those species, and measuring (1) how robust ED scores 18 are for the species that are not removed and (2) how accurate the ED scores are for those removed and 19 then imputed. We find that the EDGE ranking for species on a tree is remarkably robust to missing species 20 from that tree, but that phylogenetic imputation for missing species, while unbiased, does not accurately 21 reconstruct species' evolutionary distinctiveness. On the basis of these results, we provide clear guidance for 22 EDGE scoring in the face of phylogenetic uncertainty. 23
Introduction the imputed clade, and therefore a high correlation could still produce inaccurate imputed scores, and a low correlation could still not be important (e.g. they could be anticorrelated but still differ in rank by a max 145 of the size of the subclade). We modeled both of these metrics (the change in ranking and the correlation) 146 as a function of a number of potential explanatory variables. Specifically, we included in our models: the 147 estimated speciation rate of the original phylogeny (using 'ape::yule'; Paradis, Claude, & Strimmer, 2004) , 148 the sum of all phylogenetic branch-lengths in the original phylogeny (Faith's PD; Faith, 1992) , the sum of 149 all phylogenetic branch-lengths in the original focal clade (Faith's PD; Faith, 1992) , the value of γ in the 150 original phylogeny (using 'phytools::gammatest'; Pybus & Harvey, 2000; Revell, 2012) Novomestky, 2015) , the total number of species in the original phylogeny, the total number of species within 155 the imputed clade, and the depth (age) of the imputed clade in the phylogeny. Although the expectations of 156 many of these explanatory variables are known for Yule trees, in each simulation they are expected to vary precision 231 Our results show that neither imputation (figures 4 and 5), nor clade-averages of ED (see Appendix S3 232 in Supporting Information), accurately recover the true ED values or the true ED rank of missing species.
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Thus we argue that, even though imputation allows missing species to be incorporated into EDGE lists, their 234 associated EDGE scores may not accurately reflect their true scores. We acknowledge these are averages 235 and may change depending on particular phylogeny, but we can find no statistically significant predictors of 236 that variation.
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While we did not assess clades with fewer than five species (we do not consider correlations or averages to 238 be reliable with so few data-points), we cannot think why smaller clades would necessarily be more reliable 239 (and this would require a large deviation from the trend in figure 4 ). Indeed, in the smallest possible clade 240 (two species), imputation is essentially sampling a terminal branch length from an exponential distribution 241 (Kuhn et al., 2011) ; such a process should still lead to a great degree of uncertainty.
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It is, perhaps, unsurprising that imputed ED values do not correlate with their true values (see figure 4 ), but 243 we were surprised at the degree of ranking error. Indeed, larger phylogenies showed greater ranking error; we 244 naïvely would have expected the opposite. We would expect the the upper bound on the age of the imputed 245 clade, which should have expected be relatively younger in larger phylogenies, would partially controlled the 246 range of the ranks for the imputed species. ED is known to be driven mostly by terminal branch length 247 (Isaac et al., 2007; D. W. Redding et al., 2008; Steel et al., 2007) ; our results therefore emphasize this. they suggest that we can start right away using the (incomplete) phylogenies we already have. The effect of 287 missing species is negligible enough that we often do not need time-consuming imputation, and imputation 288 rarely gives us sufficiently precise estimates of species' ED scores anyway. We suggest that, given we do not 289 have the resources to save everything, we should consider focusing our efforts on those species whose ED 290 scores we can know with greater certainty: those for which we have data. figure 3 , regressing the correlation coefficient of (remaining) species' ED scores before and after other species were removed from the phylogeny (F 139696,5 = 40, 350, r 2 = 0.5908, p < 0.0001). We emphasize that these are simulated data, and so, as the extremely large sample sizes are likely driving the low standard errors of the model terms, we encourage the reader to focus on the magnitudes of the effects and the overall variance explained by our model (r 2 = 0.5908).The first three rows refer to the overall intercept, effect of the fraction of species removed from the phylogeny, and the overall size of the phylogeny when species were removed in a phylogenetically biased fashion. The last three rows are contrasts, reporting the difference (contrast) of each parameter when species were removed at random from the phylogeny. whether random loss of species has a statistically different effect. The correlation of ED scores appears affected by an interaction between the number of species removed from the tree and whether those species were removed at random or in a phylogeneticallybiased fashion. The overall size of the phylogeny has little discernible effect, and its statistical significance is likely driven by the large number of simulations we performed (139, 700 figure 4 , showing a relatively poor correlation between imputed and true ED scores (F 44791,8 = 29.1, r 2 = 0.005, p < 0.0001). Given the extremely low predictive power of this statistical model we are reticent to make strong claims about drivers of the correlation between imputed and observed ED. Table 3 : Statistical mode of the effect of clade and phylogeny size on ranking error. Model of the raw data underlying figure 5, regressing the ranking error of imputed species against the number of species in the imputed clade and the entire phylogeny (F 47997,2 = 77890, r 2 = 0.7644, p < 0.0001). As can be seen in figure 5 , the average ranking error is positively correlated with the size of the clade being imputed and the entire phylogeny. Square-root transformations have been applied to both ranking error and size of phylogeny. The simulated tree on the left is the 'true tree'. We selected a clade to treat as 'missing' (highlighted with a dashed line and in blue) by treating it as a polytomy (middle panel), and then imputed the 'missing' species to produce the imputed clade in the right panel. To compare true and imputed ED values within the imputed clade, we correlated ED values calculated for the true clade (left) with those for the imputed clade (right). The correlation coefficient of species' ED values in full (simulated) phylogenies, comparing values before and after the random loss of (other) species from the tree. The color of data points denote whether the species were removed from the phylogeny completely at random (orange) or in a phylogenetically biased fashion (see text; grey). Lines show regressions for random (red) or phylogenetically biased (black) species loss; see table 1 for model coefficients. This plot shows that the accuracy of estimation of ED values is inversely proportional to the number of species missing from the phylogeny, and that phylogenetically-biased species loss has a greater impact on accuracy. Table 3 gives statistical support for the trend of increased error in larger phylogenies and imputed clades.
